DXC Managed Services for Microsoft Azure

Derive business benefit from the flexibility of Microsoft Azure without the risks of uncontrolled IT sprawl

**Face market challenges head on**

Your enterprise demands business agility, lower cost and superior value from IT. This is driving the need to adopt public cloud services.

“Devolved” IT decision-making and spend often results in more services being provisioned than are required. Often it becomes impossible to see the true scale of spend—or the alignment between true consumption against the services that have been provisioned.

The dash to public cloud often leads to IT sprawl, unforeseen and uncontrolled costs, and poor service levels. While the CIO’s business is demanding the ability to benefit from the flexibility of public cloud, CIOs must couple this with a degree of governance to mitigate lack of control. And, of course, the CFO demands better visibility of the entire spend and the value gained from the initiative.

**Gain insights and meet business goals**

Let DXC Technology help you better serve your organization. We can administer all aspects of your flexible, cost-effective Azure public cloud environment.

Microsoft Azure provides a platform that delivers agility, speed to service, performance, and a consumption-based model that maximizes value. DXC Managed Services for Microsoft Azure (Public Cloud) provides deployment, support, and operational delivery of Microsoft Azure-hosted compute, storage, and network cloud infrastructure components. We monitor and manage system software and infrastructure configurations to unlock the full benefits of Microsoft Azure.

There are many workloads that you will choose to move into public cloud, all of which may require different levels of service and support. DXC offers a value-based, managed availability service as a foundation—plus a range of flexible a la carte services that can be configured to support specific business and workload requirements across your hybrid platform. That may involve an always-on critical business system or an archive that doesn’t require high availability and active support. These services can be mixed and matched to each Microsoft Azure subscription or resource group, ensuring maximum value for your enterprise.

DXC provides insight into your service consumption, true service availability, and can help you align costs more closely to business needs. Both Microsoft Azure and DXC’s managed services scale up and down to continually meet your changing business needs, ensuring that IT costs always align to business demand.

DXC Managed Services for Microsoft Azure is designed to align closely to client workloads in Microsoft Azure. We recognize that different workloads will need different scope of managed services. For example, a Dev/Test environment is unlikely to need the
breadth and depth of managed services that a production environment would demand. Microsoft recognizes these variations and separately packages its services within Microsoft Azure. In DXC Managed Services for Microsoft Azure, we provide the ability to tailor managed services to subscriptions or resource groups within Azure, which are groups of associated workloads.

New to Microsoft Azure? No problem. DXC Technology is a certified Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP). We can establish your Microsoft Azure subscription and add DXC Managed Services for Microsoft Azure to give you a full service experience.

Already consuming Microsoft Azure but need a managed service to help you achieve greater benefits? DXC can deliver Managed Services for Microsoft Azure and enable governance and management of your Azure consumption.

Gain business agility and cost-effective IT IaaS services

DXC builds on our highly regarded global IT delivery capabilities to ensure that the governance and controls deployed to support your critical business systems are extended into the public cloud. Our 18,000 Microsoft professionals and 12,000 ITIL certifications mean that we have the skills to meet our commitments to our clients. In turn, this means our clients can meet their promises to their customers.

Our Cloud Platform Initiative partnership with Microsoft creates one of the largest communities of cloud solutions professionals in the industry. Our joint global reach and presence provides high-quality enterprise-class service—wherever you operate your business.

**Count on the DXC difference**

- DXC can manage your Microsoft Azure environment, freeing up your resources to concentrate on strategic initiatives.
- We offer a range of managed service options suited to meet your IT and financial objectives.
- Our Advisory and Transformation teams can help identify workloads suited to Microsoft Azure, and drive the application migration or transformation with minimal risk.
- DXC’s deep expertise with the Microsoft portfolio minimizes risk and accelerates implementation.
- There are no long-term commitments.

**Get what you need to achieve—desired outcomes**

- We support the Microsoft Azure infrastructure using ITIL and IT4IT practices, as well as governance processes for mission-critical business and service-level objectives.
- DXC will provide details about your Microsoft Azure consumption and capacity utilization.
- We also provide a range of IT services to support any workload hosted on Microsoft Azure—whether business-critical or not—designed to provide the flexibility you business demands.
- We provide governance to ensure that there is no unnecessary over-provisioning.
• Our advisory and transformation services will design a Microsoft Azure infrastructure to suit your needs. And then we will execute the transformation projects to migrate workloads into Azure.

• DXC’s global reach and presence ensures that we can provide managed services aligned to your business requirements, regardless of geography or industry.

• We offer an on-shore delivery model in select locations where data sovereignty and security requirements demand it.

• You are in a safe hands with DXC. We have been a trusted service partner for our clients for over 50 years. Clients rely on our skilled professionals, systems, and services for IT critical to their business success.

Go with proven experts

In 2015, DXC (previously HPE) and Microsoft announced a three-year partnership to advance innovation in hybrid cloud computing through Microsoft Azure. This “Cloud Platform Initiative” collaboration builds on our more than 30-year partnership.

• Our service supports all industries, regions, and geographies and scales to enterprise needs.

• DXC manages 50+ DXC and client data centers. This includes 25 managed virtual private cloud deployments and 22 cloud delivery centers.

• We have more than 600 managed cloud clients globally.

DXC Technology offers an intelligent end-to-end approach. It includes expertise, a global footprint, and integration with existing workflow and billing systems to provide an integrated, hybrid approach for managed IT services.

From an entry-point value-based service to a broad suite of managed infrastructure services, you can choose from an a la carte menu of service options for managed Azure.

DXC has provided managed services to global clients for more than half a century. We manage and integrate the most complex IT environments, working collaboratively to better understand and select the best traditional and/or cloud services to meet your business challenges.